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'Stormer Shaw Session: Romance Retains
Quacks Galore To Glow "Whole'Education
"The whole man" and his edu- tinue the great tradition, howcation remains as the goal of the ever.

By HARRY LAMBRIGHT
QUESTION: Would science be
be better-advised to save the
life of a totally amoral man of
genius or that of an honest
nonentity?
ANSWER: That is the dilemma
posed by George Bernard Shaw
in his famed "Doctor's Dilemma," scheduled to be presented
by the Barnstormers tonight and
tomorrow night at 8:30 p.m. in
Shriver Hall.

trayed by Edward Toussaint, is
the poor general practicioner
who is incapable of making a
correct diagnosis.
Shaw mixes with this group
such menials as a maid, a waitress, a reporter and a medical,
student. Played
by Harriet
Sweedler, Dolly Bendler, Harold
Pappas, and Dennis Donahue, respectively, these characters debase the premises at inopportune
moments.

T.B. Cure
This, the first major 'Stormer
production of the year, stars
Mike Dale as a doctor who thinks
he knows how to cure tuberculosis, David Hochberg as a man
who needs to be cured and Toni
Riddleberger as the consumptive's wife.

Ilopkinsian Scene
"Chosen for its resemblance to
the Hopkins scene," the play recalls the era at the turn of the
century. But while the trappings
are "in period" the humor and
portrait of human weakness is
a modern one. In the Shaw manner, the play is both a farce and
a serious discourse on a problem.
The dilemma revolves around Basically, the play's situation is
whether the doctor should cure quite serious; Shaw's treatment
the consumptive, a talented is farciacal.
young artist, or kill him and
With his typical wit, the playmarry his wife. Before this can
be resolved, the audience is wright treats the superior motreated to a parade of medics, rality of the Jew in a Gentile
each representing a different society; infidelity, with particular reference to British law; the
facet of medical quackery.
intrusiveness and illiteracy of
Diverse Doctors
the press, and the special code of
Dr. Bloomfield
Barrington, the dedicated artist.
played by William Bevans, beThe production is stage manlieves science has an answer for
aged by Ed Ross. Lighting is by
everything. Walpole, played by
Byron Martin. Stuart Hanlein
Harold Levin, finds that all
is properties master. Acting was
human misery springs from
directed by James Oswald and
blood poisoning. Sir Patrick,
Bevans.
played by David Nissman, is gen- William
erally cynical about all theories.
There is no charge for admisA fourth medic, Blenkisop, por- sion.

CrAlr Inipts Wopkitts News-Krttrr
Published every Friday during regular sessions of The Johns Hopkins
University except during examinations and college holiday periods, by undergraduates of the University. The views expressed in the editorial columns
are not necessarily those of all Board of Control members. Subscription,
$3.00 per year, *1.50 per term. Address: Box 1230, Telephone: BE 5-5879.

Poly Sei Seniors
Will Blabber
On Security
Eric Belgrad and Larry Parkus,
both seniors in political science,
have been selected to represent
Johns Hopkins University at the
Ninth Student Conference on
United States Affairs, according
to a recent announcement.
The subject of the Conference,
being held December 4-7 at the
U. S. Military Academy, West
Point, N. Y., is "The National
Security Policy of the United
States," with special emphasis
on "ways of peaceful change and
the policies required to implement them."
A total of 160 students from
65 colleges and universities in
the U. S. and Canada have been
chosen to participate. Selections
are made on the basis of interest
and capability of international
relations and related courses in
the social sciences.

Johns Hopkins University in
spite of the recent emphasis on
scientists and engineers, a university report on recent additions to the humanities department reiterated.

New Chairman Capable
The new chairman, formerly
of the Columbia University faculty, is managing editor of The
Romantic Review, past Guggenheim Fellow a n d former
The most stimulated depart- chairman of the Romance secment was that of Romance tion of the Modern Language
Languages, the statement said.
Association of America.
Dr. Nathan Edelman, chairHis numerous publications on
man of that department since classical French literature were
1956, has been encouraged by recognized by his choice as
the return of Dr. Charles Sin- editor of Volume III of "A Critigleton, whom he described as cal Bibliography of French Lit"one of the world's foremost erature," a nation-wide scholarly
scholars" in Italian studies, to work.
Linguistic Studies
the staff this year.
Professor Anna
Associate
Many Retirements
recently has
Granville
Hatcher
When Dr. Singleton left the
technique
in the
developed
a
new
Hopkins in 1948 to become Longhas
which
languages
study
of
fellow professor of Romance
Languages at Harvard Univer- gained wide attention in the
sity, there was widespread regret field of linguistics, Dr. Edelman
in the academic community here.
Following in short order were
the retirement of such worldfamed scholars as the late Dr.
Henry Carrington Lancaster and
Dr. Ernest Feise and the master
philologist, Dr. Leo Spitzer. Professor Spitzer, at 70 the worldfamous author of ten books and
more than 800 articles on lang-

reported.
Her innovation, based on an
analysis of grammar from the
point of view of word meanings,
was originated during her Guggenheim Fellowship in Spain
and France in 1953-54. She presented the new system as a substitute to the usual mechanical
method of analysis this summer

The students will attend roundtable discussions and analyze various security problems and then
try to agree on some solution to
the problem and the course of
uage studies, still conducts his at the Eighth International
action that should be taken.
research
at the University as Congress of Linguists in Oslo.
Each discussion section will be
Wide Recognition
professor
emeritus.
led by a faculty-level chairman,
Other
staff members who have
an authority in the field.
But,. as other positions were
received wide recognition during
which
There will be several speeches vacated, the department
the past year included Dr.
and talks by noted American these men helped become interThomas Roy Hart, Jr., assistant
political figures. Mr. Chester nationally respected suffered
professor of Spanish. He recently
Bowles, former Governor of Con- from lack of new academic
presented a paper .on the Pornecticut, will address the stu- blood. The present staff, headed
by Dr. Edelman, offers to con(Continued on Page 3).
dents in a closing banquet.
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Long Deplores Aid Cuts
Before Moolah Group
A warning against "cutbacks which symbolizes our nation in
in welfare activities to meet in- the eyes of the world."
creased defense spending" was
Further Expansion?
issued by Dr. Clarence D. Long
of the Economics Department of
Dr. Long said the second
Johns Hopkins, before a joint major choice before us in this
House-Senate subcommittee on area concerned expansion of
fiscal policy last week.
welfare activities.
Dr. Long, a staff member of
'The choice is to expand our
the President's Council of Eco- welfare programs as our nationnomic Advisers and a Demo- al income rises in the future, or
cratic candidate for the Senate to keep them at the same rate
in Maryland, said the choice was
and thus enjoy a reduction in
between such cutbacks, new our tax rate.
taxes or borrowings.
Higher Expenditures
Selma Mushkin, research as"National, state and comsociate of the Hopkins School of
Hygiene and Public Health, de- munity spending for welfare
partment of political economy, purposes, under existing legislajoined Dr. Long in the statement tion, is estimated to be about 50
billion dollars for 1965, about
opposing any such cut.
15 billion dollars higher than
No Reduction In Welfare
comparative outlays in 1956.
Expenditures
"The higher social welfare
Dr. Long said, "It would indeed be shortsighted to reduce outlays thus projected for a
our public investment in people. decade ahead under existing legSocial welfare expenditures help islation would not impose a
provide our nation's scientific higher tax load, Federal, state
talent. They increase the size and local. The increased nationand productivity of the work al income will enable us to
force. They generate a support- finance the higher outlays, and
ing volume of private- invest- at the same time reduce the percentage burden of Federal genment.
"They give stability to con(Continued on Page 5)
sumer markets. Today about ten
Percent. of consumer income
after taxes is made up of welfare
Payments and services. Imagine
the impact on our economy if
these were withdrawn. And it is
concern about the individual
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Hopkins Holds
Whole Scholar
As Main Aim
(Continued from Page 2)

How Important Is Sex?
See Bertocci And Learn
"Is sex going out of marriage?" Department where he germinated
The answer to this provocative until 1944 when the "call" came

will probably not be from his Alma Mater, B.U.; he
tuguese language at the Third supplied, but plenty of others answered it, and since then has
on
International 'Colloquium
will be when Peter A. Bertocci, pedagogued there under the
Lisbon.
in
Studies
Luzo-Brazilian
Professor of Philosophy of Boston label of Professor of Philosophy.
Assistant Professor Karl Selig
He has not limited himself,
University travels to Hopkins
was one of two Americans who
however, to philosophy, as his
addressed a UNESCO meeting in this coming Wednesday, Decemhim to scribe
Geneva last summer on the sub- ber 11, to speak at a YMCA bd- talents have led
and repsychology
on
relationship
articles
cultural
the
of
ject
fet supper on the topic: "The
of Europe to North America. The Human Venture: Love, Sex and ligion, contributing, in fact, to
Italian specialist addressed one Marriage."
the giant "Encyclopedia of Rehundred delegates from all over
Time for the supper extends ligion and Dictionary of Psythe world.
from 5:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. when chology."
Languages, Linguistics Stressed the professor will make his apAssociation Members
question

pearance. Charge for food and
He is a member of the Ameritalk are 50 cents for "Y" mem- can Philosophical Society, the
bers and 75 cents for non-mem- American Theological Society,
bers.
and the American Psychological
Association. In 1950-51, he served
Laurels, et al
Bertocci gathered his laurels as Fulbright Research Scholar
University, A.B.; in Italy.
The department as a whole at Boston
He has orated widely before
will stress language teaching, Harvard, A.M.; and back at
peoples' groups, collinguistic history and the re- Boston U. a Ph.D. He initiated young
s, P.T.A.'s; on
Collegiate
organization
Bates
at
world's
his teaching career
interpretation of the
and philosreligion
the
to
psychology,
evolving
intellectual
Maine,
lege,
great literature and

The recent publication of a
book on French classical tragedy
by Dr. Clifton C. Cherpack,
assistant professor of French,
was also cited in the review of
the department's recent progress.

trends of the Latin countries.

chairmanship of the Philosophy ophical problems.
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'Stormer Shaw Session: Romance Retains
Quacks Galore To Glow "Whole'Education
"The whole man" and his edu- tinue the great tradition, howcation remains as the goal of the ever.

By IIARRY LAMBRIGIIT
QUESTION: Would science be
be better-advised to save the
life of a totally amoral man of
genius or that of an honest
nonentity?
ANSWER: That is the dilemma
posed by George Bernard Shaw
in his famed "Doctor's Dilemma," scheduled to be presented
by the Barnstormers tonight and
tomorrow night at 8:30 p.m. in
Shriver Hall.

Poly Sci Seniors
Will Blabber
On Security

trayed by Edward Toussaint, Is
the poor general practicioner
who is incapable of making a
correct diagnosis.
Shaw mixes with this group
such menials as a maid, a waitress, a reporter and a medical,
student. Played
by
Harriet
Sweedler, Dolly Bendler, Harold
Pappas, and Dennis Donahue, respectively, these characters debase the premises at inopportune
moments.

T.B. Cure
This, the first major 'Stormer
production of the year, stars
Mike Dale as a doctor who thinks
he knows how to cure tuberculosis, David Hochberg as a man
who needs to be cured and Toni
Riddleberger as the consumptive's wife.

llopkinsian Scene
"Chosen for its resemblance to
the Hopkins scene," the play recalls the era at the turn of the
century. But while the trappings
are "in period" the humor and
portrait of human weakness is
a modern one. In the Shaw manner, the play is both a farce and
a serious discourse on a problem.
The dilemma revolves around Basically, the play's situation is
whether the doctor should cure quite serious; Shaw's treatment
the consumptive, a talented is farciacal.
young artist, or kill him and
With his typical wit, the playmarry his wife. Before this can
be resolved, the audience is wright treats the superior motreated to a parade of medics, rality of the Jew in a Gentile
each representing a different society; infidelity, with particular reference to British law; the
facet of medical quackery.
intrusiveness and illiteracy of
Diverse Doctors
the press, and the special code of
Dr. Bloomfield
Barrington, the dedicated artist.
played by William Bevans, beThe production is stage manlieves science has an answer for
everything. Walpole, played by aged by Ed Ross. Lighting is by
Byron Martin. Stuart Hanlein
Harold Levin, finds that all
is properties master. Acting was
human misery springs from
directed by James Oswald and
blood poisoning. Sir Patrick,
played by David Nissman, is gen- William Bevans.
erally cynical about all theories.
There is no charge for admisA fourth medic, Blenkisop, por- sion.
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Eric Belgrad and Larry Parkus,
both seniors in political science,
have been selected to represent
Johns Hopkins University at the
Ninth Student Conference on
United States Affairs, according
to a recent announcement.
The subject of the Conference,
being held December 4-7 at the
U. S. Military Academy, West
Point, N. Y., is "The National
Security Policy of the United
States," with special emphasis
on "ways of peaceful change and
the policies required to implement them."
A total of 160 students from
65 colleges and universities in
the U. S. and Canada have been
chosen to participate. Selections
are made on the basis of interest
and capability of international
relations and related courses in
the social sciences.
The students will attend roundtable discussions and analyze various security problems and then
try to agree on some solution to
the problem and the course of
action that should be taken.

Each discussion section will be
led by a faculty-level chairman,
an authority in the field.
There will be several speeches
and talks by noted American
political figures. Mr. Chester
Bowles, former Governor of Connecticut, will address the students in a closing banquet.

Johns Hopkins University in
New Chairman Capable
spite of the recent emphasis on
The new chairman, formerly
scientists and engineers, a uni- of the Columbia University facversity report on recent addi- ulty, is managing editor of The
tions to the humanities depart- Romantic Review, past Gugment reiterated.
genheim Fellow a n d former
The most stimulated depart- chairman of the Romance secment was that of Romance tion of the Modern Language
Languages, the statement said.
Association of America.
Dr. Nathan Edelman, chairHis numerous publications on
man of that department since classical French literature were
1956, has been encouraged by recognized by his choice as
the return of Dr. Charles Sin- editor of Volume III of "A Critigleton, whom he described as cal Bibliography of French Lit"one of the world's foremost erature," a nation-wide scholarly
scholars" in Italian studies, to work.
Linguistic Studies
the staff this year.
Associate Professor Anna
Many Retirements
When Dr. Singleton left the Granville Hatcher recently has
Hopkins in 1948 to become Long- developed a new technique in the
fellow professor of Romance study of languages which has
Languages at Harvard Univer- gained wide attention in the
sity, there was widespread regret field of linguistics, Dr. Edelman
in the academic community here.
Following in short order were
the retirement of such worldfamed scholars as the late Dr.
Henry Carrington Lancaster and
Dr. Ernest Feise and the master
philologist, Dr. Leo Spitzer, Professor Spitzer, at 70 the worldfamous author of ten books and
more than 800 articles on language studies, still conducts his
research at the University as
professor emeritus.
But,. as other positions were
vacated, the department which
these men helped become internationally respected suffered
from lack of new academic
blood. The present staff, headed
by Dr. Edelman, offers to con-

reported.
Her innovation, based on an
analysis of grammar from the
point of view of word meanings,
was originated during her Guggenheim Fellowship in Spain
and France in 1953-54. She presented the new system as a substitute to the usual mechanical
method of analysis this summer
at the Eighth International
Congress of Linguists in Oslo.
Wide Recognition
Other staff members who have
received wide recognition during
the past year included Dr.
Thomas Roy Hart, Jr., assistant
professor of Spanish. He recently
presented a paper .on the Por(Continued on Page 3).
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Long Deplores Aid Cuts
Before Moolah Group
A warning against "cutbacks
in welfare activities to meet increased defense spending" was
issued by Dr. Clarence D. Long
of the Economics Department of
Johns Hopkins, before a joint
House-Senate subcommittee on
fiscal policy last week.
Dr. Long, a staff member of
the President's Council of Economic Advisers and a Democratic candidate for the Senate
in Maryland, said the choice was
between such cutbacks, new
taxes or borrowings.
Selma Mushkin, research associate of the Hopkins School of
Hygiene and Public Health, dePartment of political economy,
joined Dr. Long in the statement
Opposing any such cut.
No Reduction In Welfare
Expenditures
Dr. Long said. "It would indeed be shortsighted to reduce
our public investment in people.
Social welfare expenditures help
Provide our nation's scientific
talent. They increase the size
and productivity of the work
force. They generate a supporting volume of private- investment.
"They give stability to consumer markets. Today about ten
Percent. of consumer income
after taxes is made up of welfare
Payments and services. Imagine
the impact on our economy if
the.se were withdrawn. And it is
concern about the individual
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which symbolizes our nation in
the eyes of the world."

Hopkins Holds
Whole Scholar
As Main Aim

How Important Is Sex?
See Bertocci And Learn
"Is sex going out of marriage?" Department where he germinated
The answer to this provocative. until 1944 when the "call" came

(Continued from Page 2)

question will probably not be from his Alma Mater, B.U.; he
tuguese language at the Third
but plenty of others answered it, and since then has
supplied,
Dr. Long said the second
on
'Colloquium
major choice before us in this International
will be when Peter A. Bertocci, pedagogued there under the
area concerned expansion of Luzo-Brazilian Studies in Lisbon.
Professor of Philosophy of Boston label of Professor of Philosophy.
welfare activities.
Assistant Professor Karl Selig
He has not limited himself,
"The choice is to expand our was one of two Americans who University travels to Hopkins
welfare programs as our nation- addressed a UNESCO meeting in this coming Wednesday, Decem- however, to philosophy, as his
al income rises in the future, or
Geneva last summer on the sub- ber 11, to speak at a YMCA thif- talents have led him to scribe
to keep them at the same rate
of the cultural relationship fet supper on the topic: "The articles on psychology and reject
and thus enjoy a reduction in
of Europe to North America. The
our tax rate.
Human Venture: Love, Sex and ligion, contributing, in fact, to
Italian specialist addres.sed one
the giant "Encyclopedia of ReMarriage."
Higher Expenditures
hundred delegates from all over
"National, state and comTime for the supper extends ligion and Dictionary of Psymunity spending for welfare the world.
from 5:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. when chology."
purposes, under existing legisla- Languages, Linguistics Stressed
the professor will make his apAssociation Members
tion, is estimated to be about 50
a
of
publication
recent
pearance. Charge for food and
The
He is a member of the Ameribillion dollars for 1965, about
15 billion dollars higher than book on French classical tragedy talk are 50 cents for "Y" mem- can Philosophical Society, the
comparative outlays in 1956.
by Dr. Clifton C. Cherpack, bers and 75 cents for non-mem- American Theological Society,
"The higher social welfare assistant professor of French, bers.
and the American Psychological
outlays thus projected for a
the review of
in
cited
also
was
et
al
Laurels,
Association. In 1950-51, he served
decade ahead under existing legBertocci gathered his laurels as Fulbright Research Scholar
islation would not impose a the department's recent progress.
higher tax load, Federal, state
The department a.s a whole at Boston
University, A.B.; in Italy.
and local. The increased nation- will stress language teaching, Harvard, A.M.; and back at
He has orated widely before
al income will enable us to
rethe
initiated
peoples' groups, colHe
and
history
Ph.D.
young
a
U.
Boston
linguistic
finance the higher outlays, and
at the .same time reduce the per- interpretation of the world's his teaching career at Bates Col- legiate organizations, P.T.A.'s; on
centage burden of Federal gen- great literature and intellectual lege, Maine, evolving to the psychology, religion and philoschairmanship of the Philosophy ophical problems.
trends of the Latin countries.
(Continued on Page 5)
Further Expansion?
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Gag Mag, Lags; Domar Tells Committe
Birdword Girds 'Not To Limit Grants'

The Jay Word, Hopkins lite- lof the magazine were kept
rary and humor magazine, will clothed in secrecy by Johnson,
not appear until sometime next whose only comment on the
week "due to technical difficul- cover was that it will be "wrapties," accoi ding to the mag's co- around instead of tabloid."
associate editor Walt Johnson.
The price of the magazine will
Featuring "an expose of a.
be 25c per copy, higher than in
Hopkins scandal" the magazine's
the past because of a "lack of
first issue will contain "no ads."
financial backing," said Jol
"We try to fulfill dual roles of
"We want to bring out
a humor and literary magazine issues this year, and in the future
on campus, and in this issue hope to secure paid advertising
we have fine humor and almost and change the format to imiprofessional
literary
pieces", tate that of the (be-laureled)
added Johnson.
Johns Hopkins Magazine," he
Associate editors Johnson and added.
Karl Kuhlman have been work"Our goal is to sell 1000
ing with Jay Word editor-incopies," stated Johnson hopefulchief Dave Parkerson to achieve
ly. The Jay Word will be on sale
an issue that will meet with
at Levering Hall, in the dorms,
general approval on campus.
at Goucher College, Hampton
Past Jay Words have received
House and under the counter
mixed comments via their gay
"by female agents" at Notre
wit and dry humor.
Dame College.
Variety is Keynote
The year's second issue will
Next week's Jay Word will
appear
sometime after Christcontain poetry, short stories,
jokes, cartoons, and a fine piece mas vacation and before exams,"
of work entitled "Success Story," claimed Johnson, who asked that
written by an anonymous English "if anybody has anything they'd
seminar student. Various details like to see in print, hand it in."

A warning was issued to the
U. S. Government last week by
Dr. Evsey D. Domar not to limit
Federal college scholarships to
scientists and engineers.
Dr. Domar, professor of political economy at Johns Hopkins,
said that any other program
would "denude other professions
and occupations of their best
personnel."
Appearing before the joint
House-Senate subcommittee on
fiscal policy, Dr. Domar decried
the "appalling waste" of talented
high school students. "Approximately 150,000 bright young high
school students each year fail to
attend college.
No Miracle-Workers
"A system of Federal scholarships would help, of course, but
it would not perform miracles.
And if scholarships were offered,"
he added, "they should not be
restricted to scientists and engineers.
"The supply of these specialists should be increased by drawing into colleges those men and
women who are now staying out
of them and not by denuding
other professions and occupations of their best personnel. The
calibre of students in the sciences is already very high."
Help the Colleges, But ...
Needed even more than Fed-

BE SURE TO HEAR

Honor

DR. MELVIN TUMIN

A senior engineering student
was found guilty by his own admission of a violation in an engineering course. He was blacklisted and received no credit in
the examination concerned.

Associate Professor of Anthropology
And Sociology at Princeton Discuss
"An Anthropologist's View Of the Social Scene"

'

eral college scholarships, said
Dr. Domar, "is a basic improvement in our educational system, particularly in the elementary and secondary level. One
may wonder why the educational
system of a prosperous country
like ours is facing chronic and
increasingly acute difficulties."
added,
"Surprisingly
He
enough, it is our prosperity and
growth that create these difficulties."
He went on to explain that as
the average productivity in our
economy rises, so do wages.
"Education, however, is an industry with little, if any, increase
in productivity. If incomes in
education keep pace with the
rest, education must become ever
more expensive. If they do not,
quality deteriorates.
"Our educational system is
suffering from both effects. It
is most ironical that while education contributes so much to
economic growth—perhaps more
than any other activity—it suffers from the success of its own
efforts."
Large-Seale Aid Urged
In his summary given today
of an already published report
on the Contribution of Federal
Expenditures to Economic
Growth and Stability, Dr. Domar
also made these comments:
Although education in this
country has traditionally been
financed by local governments,
with some state support, "I do
not see how we can get an educational system which we so

at the JCC's 4th "Man At Mid-Century" Lecture

MONDAY, DECEMBER 9-8:30 p.m.
Jewish Community Center

ANDERSON'S RESTAURANT
SHISH-KEBAB

PASTITCHIO

*

GREEK SALAD

3226 GREENMOUNT AVENUE

305 W. MONUMENT STREET
General Admission—$1.25

*

Open Daily-10:00 A.M. to 2:00 A.M.

Student Admission—'75c

badly need for growth and for
defense . .. without Federal aid
on a large scale."
Predicts Long Cold-War
"If the Federal government
increases its demand for research
workers without helping to increase their supply, they simply
will shift from non-Federal to
Federal projects. In the short
run this will accomplish some
urgent objective such as missiles,
but its long effects may not be
desirable. The cold war may well
last for years, if not generations. We cannot lose sight of
the long run.
In 1956 more than 90 per cent
of the government's research expenditures were for applied research, "thus encouraging scientists to shift from basic research
where funds are scarce, to applied research where they are
more plentiful. And yet basic research is the foundation on which
all other research is built.
"It is difficult," concluded Dr.
Domar, "to find a field more
worthy. of -Federal support."

— Conference
Students interested in Public
Affairs and Public Service careers
who will receive their B.A. in
June have been offered an opportunity to apply for $1,500 a
year fellowships to study at the
Universities of Alabama, Kentucky and Tennessee.
For eligibility requirements
and other information students
should write the Education
Regional
Southern
Director,
Training Program in Public Administration, University of Alabama, University, Alabama. The
deadline for submitting applications is March 10, 1953.
1

•

Only Viceroy gives you

20,000 FILTER TRAPS
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AN ORDINARY FILTER

THE VICEROY FILTER

Half as many filter traps in the other two
largest-selling filter brands! In Viceroy, 20,000
filter traps... twice as many...for smoother taste!

These simplified drawings show the difference
. show that Viceroy's 20,000 filter traps are
actually twice as many as the ordinary filter!

Twice as many filter traps as the
other two largest-selling filter brands
Compare! Only Viceroy gives you 20,000 filter traps—
twice as many as the other two largest-selling filler
brands—for that smoother taste!
Plus—finest-quality leaf tobacco, Deep-Cured golden
brown for extra smoothness!
Get Viceroy!Get 20,000 filter traps,for smoother taste!

OR
FAMOUS

FAMILIAR PACK
*

frown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.
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JHU Co-Sponsors
Fair With Kiwanis

Prof. Proposes
Pecuniary Plan
Before Solons

Frosh Tire Of Vote Game,
FinallySettle On Valentine

Bob Valentine was elected decorating of Shriver Hall for
President of the freshman class Christmas. I expect full cooperaScience students from Balti- panel of distinguished scientists
to head a slate of class officers tion from the class in carrying
(Continued from Page 3)
more city and county will again will select the winners.
to serve during this year. 7alen- out these and other projects."
The two top winners in DivisIn this election 252 freshmen
show projects and exhibits at
revenues devoted to welfare tine polled 140 votes to defeat
eral
representing 69% of the
voted,
the third annual Baltimore ion I will be awarded an all103
who
received
Alan
Nogen,
'activities," Dr. Long reported.
small turnout was
The
class.
Science Fair to be held April 11 expense paid trip to the National
votes.
State, Local Taxes Lag
and 12, 1958, Fair officials an- Science Fair, scheduled next
Other officers are: Tony Al- probably due to the fact that
summer at Flint, Michigan. In
He warned, though, that state fano, the vice president, who was this was the third time the
nounced this week.
Co-sponsors this year are the addition, the science teacher of and local taxes would not keep elected with 124 votes over his freshmen voted for class officers.
Johns Hopkins University and the winning student will make up with the growth of the na- opponent Pat Mahoney's- 113
the Kiwanis Club of North Bal- the trip. The two winners will
votes; Gerry Czarnecki, elected
tional product, and that intimore. The Fair will be held represent the city at the Nationsecretary with 137 .votes over
creased local activities such as Ed Knickman's 95, and treasurer
al Fair.
in the Hopkins Gymnasium.
slum clearance, education and Niel Ho who had 154 votes to
Many Fields Open
Sputnik Stimulates Interest
supplies defeat Tom Reutter with 90
Mr. Clifford L. Culp, a member
Projects, prepared by students development of water
The Fair is expected to take
tax votes.
property
up
take
would
the staff of the Johns Hopof
on even greater significance this may fall into two categories:
In the Student Council elec- kin.s Fund since 1952, has been
growth.
Year due to the increasing physical sciences and biological
tions Mace Miyasaki, Robert
to the position of
He told the lawmakers that Seiple, and Richard Bass were appointed
Clamor for more scientists and sciences. Subjects may be in
Secretary, according to an ansearch for new sources elected; Miyasaki had 157 votes, nouncement by Gavin A. Pitt,
such fields as biology, entomol- "we must
engineers.
of state and local revenue and Seiple 131, and Bass 115. They vice-president of the Johns HopLast year a total of 140 ex- ogy, zoology, bacteriology, health,
press harder for Federal aid to defeated Bruce Bogart with 106, kins University and Hospital and
hibits were displayed, represent- medicine, biophysics, physics,
states and state aid 'to localities." Charles Heidenreich, who had president of the Fund.
ing an increase over the initial mathematics, geology, electronMr. Culp has served in di107, and Ely Fishkin with 75 _
Shorter Week
versified accounting for more
Year's figure of 55 displays. This ics and others.
In a statement for the News- than twenty years in the fields
Each high school in Baltimore
Year, over 200 students are exA third critical choice cited by
Letter, President Valentine of finance, manufacturing and
city and county is eligible to pick Dr. Long was whether we should
pected to participate.
stated, "I would like to further wholesale goods. •
three local winners to be sent shorten the work week. He exof
ExhibitsWide Range
the interests of the class of 1961
A graduate of Wharton School
The Fair is again expected to to the Hopkins Fair, while junior pressed the feeling that we and make it the best class ever of the University of Pennsylattract a wide range of projects high schools may choose two should not:
on the Hopkins campus. I would vania, he has previously served
"The present average work like to have a class pennant,
and displays. Microscopes, spec- such winners.
as chief accountant and office
troscopes, model volcanoes, snail Kiwanis, Hopkins on Committee week of forty hours is far from dances, and a banquet. Our first manager of the Fund and as asand, in view of our
Co-chairmen of the 1958 Pair burdensome
collections, and chemical exhibproject as a class will be the sistant treasurer.
for national deneeds
enormous
its were among the entries in are Robert E. Michel of the Kifense, for welfare services and
1956 and earlier this year.
wanis Club and Lynn Poole, Dithe living standards
Cooperating with the co-spon- rector of Public Relations at for raising
low-income famiof
millions
of
comsors of the fair are the Dep 't- Hopkins. Also on the Fair
would seem a great misment of Education of Baltimore mittee from the Kiwanis Club lies, it
foreseeable
City, the Private Schools Asso- are Dr. Carl Benson, Dr J. Shel- take within the
Eddie Jacobs, Ltd.—Baltimore . Philadelphia
.luxury of
the
for
press
to
ciation of Baltimore, the De- don Eastland, Harry Youse, Rus- future
work
or
CLOTHES OF CHARACTER
week
work
partment of Catholic Education sell Wonderlic, James Creelman, a shorter
work
much
too
is
There
and the Board of Education for Lewis Stapf, William Coale and year.
to be done."
Baltimore County.
Robert Chenowith.
•
The Fair is divided into two
Serving for the Johns Hopkins
CHARLES AND REDWOOD STS.
BALTIMORE 2. MARYLAND
University are Dr. Milton S. EisCity, County Represented
The Fair is divided into two enhower, President; Dr. Donald
divisions: Division I for high H. Andrews, professor of chemBarber Shop
school students in grades 10, 11 istry; Dr. Robert S. Ayre, chair851 West 36th Street
and 12; and Division II for high man of the civil engineering de-

Pitt Picks Culp
As $ Secretary

EDDIE JACOBS,Ltd

ACKERMAN'S

school students in grades 7, 8
and 9. Each eligible school
throughout the city and county
Will conduct its own fair to
Choose winners who will then
compete at the Hopkins Gymnasium for the final judging. A

partment; Dr. Ferdinand Hamburger, Jr., chairman of the
electrital engineering department; and Dr. William D. McElroy, professor of biology and
Director of the McCollum-Pratt

Regular Haircut ...$ .83
Flat-tops

$1.00

for appointments call CII 3-92G5

Institute.

SHAMPOO
FOR MEN

IN UNBREAKABLE
PLASTIC!

Formulated for a man's hair and scalp.
Conditions while it cleans. 1.25 piu lax

SHU LION

They kept warning me this would
happen if I didn't think of some super
way to describe that absolutely unique
good taste of Coca-Cola. So who's a
Shakespeare? So no ad ... that's bad!
But, there's always Coke...
and that's good!

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Colo Company by

New York • Toronto

Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Baltimore
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There's Not in Like A
Magnifico
Pictured here is Miss Lillian
Nagel, secretary in the Purchasing Department in Shriver Hall.
Sultry Lill not only has positively positive feminine assets,
but, gentlemen, we hear tell she
drives a black Cadillac. (right).

Shriver
Scribbler

There It Is!

From another angle . •. what
face! ... what a figure! ...
a
Belle above is jovial Jane Ilahn,
triple-threat transcript clerk in WHAT, A HUSBAND? Aw, forthe Registrar's office. Our first get about it! (right.)
exclusive: she just got a raise.
Anyone want a rich doll?
(above).

Saylee-ing,
Saylee-ing
Gentlemen of JIIU, we introduce you to Miss Saylee Urig,
winningly cute and unattached.
In the Placement Bureau office
she may be found daily, may
Saylee, stenographing gaily. To
those who don't know where the
Placement Bureau is situated,
don't ask us; we won't tell.
(right.)

SPECIAL
3 DAY SERVICE
ON ALL CATALOG
ORDERS FOR LUGGAGE
3 FiREE INITIALS (IN GOLD)

Lovely Lucia
Gorgeous Lucia Herbert—Queen
of the third floor of Gilman
Hall ... Hails from the Sooner
State ... the use of the History
library has increased visibly
since her arrival. (Above).
Tires • Tubes • Accessories
WAVERLY
.
,

SERVICE

"GIVE A GIFT WITH A
J. H. U. SEAL"
Johns Hopkins University Ring

.
Mailing Service for
Out of Town Gifts

VISIT YOUR BOOKSTORE
AND SEE OUR ATTRACTIVE
DISPLAY OF GIFTS

9 A.M. - 9 P.M. Mon.-Sat.

Baltimore 18, Maryland
George A. Albrecht

CH. 3-9278

900 Fawn St.

Open Daily Till 3 A.M.

For holiday festivities
smart Palm Beach
year 'round TUXEDO
Party time is comfort when
you're wearing an easy-fitting
year 'round Tuxedo by Palm
Beach. New slimline styling.
$49.95.
Complete Evening Wear
Accessory Selections

K. KATZ & SONS
Downtown:
7-9 E. Baltimore St.
Suburban:
Northwood Shopping
Center
Edmondson Village
Eastpoint

"Collegiate Fashion Headquarters"

Buy with Confidence

THE '
JOHN TROCKENBROT
Company
310 N. PACA ST.

'33rd and OLD YORK ROAD

Store Hours:

1110MA
ITALIAN CUISINE -:- SPAGHETTI -:- PIZZA PIE
in "LITTLE ITALY"

MU. 5-1052

PL. 2-8387

Parking 10 A.M.-4 P.M.

TEDDER'S

•

Retail Luggage Store
SHOE REPAIR SHOP
GIFT SIIOP
3124 GREENMOUNT AVE.

DOWNTOWN
BELVEDERE

EDNIONDSON
EASTPOINT
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British Scholar
To Speak Wed.
Sir Herbert Read, distinguished British poet, novelist,
aesthetician, critic and editor
will speak at the Goodwillie
Room of Gilman Hall on Wednesday, December 18.
His lecture, "The Intimations
,f a New Humanism," is being
held under the sponsorship of the
Writing Seminars, directed by
Associate Professor Elliott Coleman. It is open to the public
and will begin at 4 p.m.

Symposium in Criticism held in
1948.
Sir Herbert is a graduate of
Edinburgh University and received an honorary Litt.D. from
Leeds in England. A prolific
writer, he has written nearly
forty novels, criticisms and books
of poetry since 1919. Currently
he is editing several other volumes, in addition to serving as
editor of Volumes 1, 5, 7, 11, 16,
and 17 of Tire Collected Works
of Carl G. Jung.

Frosh, Faculty
Probe Problems
At YMCA Meals

Thomas To Tell
Biology B'hoys
Of Genes, Heirs

(same day service on request
in at 9 out at 5)

Complete Laundry Service
32nd 8c St. Paul St.
MEET • EAT • GREET
at

BONNIE'S
FAMOUS FOR

PIZZA- PIE
SPAGIIETTI
Call for party reservations,

1917 N. CHARLES ST.
Just above North Ave.

PL. 2-9062

Concrete Walt
Surrounds Hall
For Vaa-room

Goucher,Hopkins
To'Mix'In Song

The high sopranos of the
In keeping with the "We need Goucher College Glee Club will
more buildings" trend, the combine with the deeper tenors
and basses of the Johns Hopkins
chemical and mechanical engin- Glee Club in presenting their
eering departments are adding a annual concert of Sacred Music
this Sunday evening..
mezzanine to the Machinery Hall
Assisted by the Johns Hopkins
of Maryland Hall.
Orchestra, the concert will begin
The purpose of the addition;
according

to

Associate

Plant

Manager Mr. J. W. Peach, who
is in charge of the project, is to
provide more space for these

Sir Herbert is now director of
an English publishing house,
Routledge and Kegan, but in the
past he has held numerous other
positions, such as Assistant
Majesty's
His
of
"To break down the barriers
Principal
Treasury, Assistant Keeper of the between students and faculty
Victoria and Albert Museum, and to help freshmen to underand editor of the Burlington stand the problems of the Hopkins, the YMCA will sponsor four
Magazine.
-faculty suppers in the
Freshmen
He has lectured at the Uninext two weeks," announced
versity of Edinburgh, University Mike Lucas of the Y cabinet.
of Liverpool and at Harvard. He
The dinners are scheduled as
also previously appeared at Johns follows: December 9, at the
Hopkins as a Lecturer in the home of Mr. Robert Strider,
Assistant Plant Manager; December 10, at the home of Dr.
Chester Wickwire, Executive Secretary of the "Y"; December 16
at the home of Dr. Thomas Hubbard, department of civil engineering, and on December 17,
at the home of Dr. W. Kelso
The Undergraduate Biology Morrill of the mathematics deClub will gather on Monday, De- partment.
Also present at each of the
cember 9, at 8:30 p.m. in Merwill be Hopkins student
dinners
Dr.
ganthaler 111, to hear
leaders who will attempt to anon
speak
Charles A. Thomas
swer any questions the freshmen
"The Significance of Genetic may have concerning problems
Microbial In- here. •
Molecules in
Harry Lambright, Dave Doupe,
heritance."
As fierce as the title may Ron Ellison, Bob Hooper and
sound, Bio Club Prexie Stan Ken Samuels, members of the
Matyszewski assures everyone newly formed YMCA freshman
that the lecture will be elemen- commission, will assist Lucas on
tary and no previous knowledge the dinner arrangements.
of the subject is necessary.
Dr. Thomas received his A.B.
from Princeton in 1950 and
earned a Ph.D. in Physical
Chemistry from Harvard in 1954.
He is a member of the American
Chemical Society, The New
York Academy of Science, and
the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. Since
obtaining his Ph.D., Dr. Thomas
has been especially interested in
the mechanism of inheritance in
/
microorganisms.

St. Paul's Cleaners
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WILBUR JUST WOKE UP TO
'THE FACT THAT HE'S l.J CLASS!

KEEP ALERT FOR A
BETTER POINT AVERAGE!
Don't let that "drowsy feel.
ing- cramp your style in class
...or when you're "hitting
the books". Take a NoDoz
Awakener! In a few minutes,
you'll be your normal best,..
wide awake . • . alert! Yout
doctor will tell you—NoDoz
wakeners are safe as coffee.
Keep a pack handy!
15 TABLETS, 35e
35 tablets
in handy tin
69c

CLAY FLOIRIS11
Baltimore's Original Cash and Carry
Serving Johns Hopkins Students
For Twenty-Five Years
our prices are always lower at

23 WEST CLAY STREET
between Liberty and Charles Streets

SAratoga 7-9227

V. Woodward
Talks Today On
Negro Future

departments.

'Desegregation and the Future
of the American Negro" will be
In order to protect the rest of the subject of a lecture to be
presented today by American
the building from radiation, a
History Professor Dr. G. Vann
two foot concrete wall is being
Woodward.
erected around the generator to
Woodward will speak in the
act as a shield. Graduate stu- Sherwood Room of Levering
dents will use the generator in Hall at 4 p. m.
neutron scattering and, nuclear
Woodward is noted for his
reactions research.
work on the history of the South
Chem, M. E. Work
and is considered as one of the
Other research in the mezza- outstanding contemporary A
To Hold Generator

nine section of the building will
be conducted by the chemical
and mechanical departments on
both the graduate and undergraduate level.

at 8:30 p. m. in Shriver Hall.
The program this year will
consist of selections

by each

will

conclude

Glee

Club and

with the Christmas portion of
Handel's "Messiah". Soloists will
be

Phyllis

Frankel, soprano;

Alice Suckling, contralto; Ralph
Marquiss,

Gerry

and

tenor;

Looney, baritone.
The Orchestra and Chorus will
be under the direction of James
W. Mitchell, Director

the

of

Johns Hopkins Glee Club. Hugo
Weisgall is Direct3r of the Johns
Hopkins Orchestra. Robert Lewis
serves as Director of the Goucher
College Glee Club.
The concert is open to students,

faculty,

alumni

and

friends of both schools. No admission cards are required.

merican historians.
In 1952 he was awarded the
Bancroft Prize in American
history by Columbia University
for his book Origins of the New

C. W. Jackson and Associates, South.
the contractors on the job, exHe also holds the 1954 literapect to complete the building by ture award from the American
December 31. The total cost of Academy of Arts and Letters for
his work in southern history.
the project is $45.000.

CHARLEY DER'S Laundry
Offers

•

1 Day Service for Shirts
To All Hopkins Men

421 E. 33rd St.
Greenmount Ave.

near

Ch. 3-8705

If you join APL
as a Mechanical Engineer...
Because of the diversity of techniques required to
develop,guided missiles (a field in which we are
pioneers), the Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) of
The Johns Hopkins University offers a mechanical
engineer the opportunity to work in all conventional
specialties of his field and also in related fields such
as control system engineering.
You would join a group whose responsibilities
might include propulsion engineering, structural design, heat transfer analysis, warhead design, vibration
dynamics, servo-mechanisms design, or technical
liaison with outside organizations.
Because APL oversees guided missile development
through the production engineering stage, you may
participate in any phase of a development problem,
from the inception of an idea to the flight evaluation
of the resulting missile component or system.
Qualified candidates will be invited to visit our new
laboratory in Howard County, Maryland. Those selected will be given the opportunity of choosing their
own starting positions. Salaries compare favorably
with industrial organizations, and our fringe benefits
are excellent due to our affiliation with the University.
For detailed information ask your Placement Officer
for our new 30-page publication or write: Professional Staff Appointments.

The Johns Hopkins University
Applied PhysicsLaboratory
8621 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, Md.

f
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Dissatisfied with 'democratic' society, stymied In his attempts to
voice his true desires and emotions, the American must vent his

furies upon inanimate objects, such as hard wooden floors, as do the two typical capitalistic ulcer
eases in the foreground. The other couples, smiling as if happiness prevails, are in reality masking
their hatred and distrust of the present political regime.

THE WAGING OF W A

I:agr ti:
brutality, competition (not comradeship) and hostility are rlei °
Here men are taught to hate and distrust, and organized

Pops KrusWf

Undergraduates of the world, unite. You have 11 1 10
The graduate students have capitalized on your it.3You
geoisie who plot your demise in smoke-filled seminafi:,
As you notice the graduate student monopolizillsfriLural
4
heavy-handed pig farmers in smelly Secaucus. Is1111„;.
,-41te;
animals enough to make you revolt against the pia,
Then compare your living conditions to theirs: %lip
' ar
of The Administration; they, however, freely roam It
comfortable confines of private apartments.
tee_s
While you and your comrades wear dungarees 0.6,
"tge
of the Brothers Brooks. Aren't you beginning to fe
Do you notice a certain bulge over the left buttCur
but we must correct you: it is a money belt, containiA.,,
Since book-burning is practiced only by midvil,
tn
next best method of extinguishing graduates::ir
the
to
In the quiet hours of the early morning, steal from Yr' t
make of Gilman a huge, RED, blaze.
Undergraduates of the world, UNITE.

RESPONSE TO SPUTNIK

Shown above is the President of the United States,

SMOKEY' THE BEAR 54

resplendent in the ostentatious clothing which he has gleaned from the outstretched gnarled hands
his
of the underprivileged working class. He holds his country's answer to our glorious Sputnik, the paper strewn ICBM shelter with a burning cigarette crushili
to
ittd
resort
to
chosen
citizen
has
United
States
famine,
the
tneI
Frizbee. Meager, isn't it?
lower corner is a professor at The Johns Hopkins University
with rope burn.
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LOOK, UP IN THE AIR
Sputnik H plummets to the lfromewood hay.

Victorious Class Day seniors
trample pushballing juniors as
Seniors won ... old dog Trey is dead ... no other

casualties.

'the

baring of (false) teeth, the eonform-ized emanations of
roans and uugghhss, the engendering of desires toward
C Tr PartS of senior-year
curriculum at a Baltimore labor-school.
br:__teigos supreme.

1oes To JH-U

! iv,AO 1ose but your blue books.
r ViY°ur hard-earned rubles are frittered away by bournarlit
zill,rjaries and books; think fondly of your parents, those
[sr
:
i eatY-faced image of your father feeding slop to his
oll "iates? It isn't?
: Y',1:111Prisoned in thin-walled barracks, under the control
'IM"" and return when they wish to the unregulated and
te L •
all. e'sn.irts, the academically faVored prozletize the wears
41
f ee of jealously?
itto91* economic enemy? You say it is healthy blubber
nir:ull?g money," supplied by private institutions.
v,14nti-pi
"
Athe. nks and is prohibited, we urge undergraduates
es:.kg lr
desks in the stacks.. Unite. Form raiding parties.
„
y" 'axe your Zippos and burn, burn, ravage, raze;

f

vir

JUVENILE DELINQUENT

This girl is playing

a

game

which Westerners call "Rus-

Typifying the negligent attitude of the American city sian Roulette," an attempted smear at the Eastern Powers, in an effort to hide suicidal tendencies
employee, a Baltimore fireman ascends into a leaf and
h,i8 Parched and hungry lips. Because of the nation-wide among despairing university masses. Note her skimpy clothing, indicates that Capitalism falls
to ;
11 1 tars for gastric satisfaction. The little man in the right short even in providing warmth.
ity tilents his meager salary by selling unguentine to firemen

shih.

'•

•
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A Grunt To De Bellybutton
Lilliputians, Terpsichorean
Make 'Rassling Pay Off
By MARK KRAMER
Baltimore's Coliseum, like its
Roman namesake, is a sporting
arena. However, this Coliseum
in the new world does not offer
weekly chariot races or man—
lion contests. The attraction is
wrestling or "rassling," depending on how seriously one takes
the sport.
Wrestling, one of the most ancient sports, is hand-to-hand
combat between two unarmed
contestants who seek to throw
each other, says Webster. However, after witnessing the battles fought in the ring of the
Coliseum, one wonders just why
the physical activity on display
Is called wrestling. Actually,
there is little similarity between
the definition by Webster and
What transpires in the ring.
Few Wrestlers Wrestle
Today's professional wrestling
seems to be a combination of
many avocations other than the
intended profession. For example, the night that we visited the
Coliseum, Promoter Ed Contos
had on the wrestling card one
ballet dancer, one professor, two
cowboys, one lord, four midgets,
one brother act, and two neat
guys. In fact, it was extremely
difficult to find a wrestler
wrestling that night. For that
matter, if one were to strictly
adhere to the definition of
wrestling, it was extremely difficult to find a wrestling match.
Like most sports, wrestling is
governed by a set of rules which
are strictly enforced by a referee, present in the ring at the
time of the match. Nevertheless,
it seems that such tactics as eye
gouging, biting, hair pulling,
kicking
(especially
in
the
crotch), and massaging the opponent's face into the ring post,
while frowned upon by the referee, are not serious enough
violations to warrant anymore
than a brief verbal chastisement
bY the arbitrators of the contest.
Profs Grapple
Most of the color present in
profesisonal wrestling is provided by the wrestlers. For example, on the card for the evening was Tiny Roe, Lord Clayton Littlebrook, Professor Roy

Shire, his manager Bobby Wallace, and Rickie Starr.
Tiny Roe and Lord Clayton
Littlebrook fight in the midget
ranks. Both are imports to this
country, Tiny from Montreal
Lord Littlebrook from
and
London. The Lord is an ex-circus
performer whose specialty was a
trampoline.
"Bastards", Too!
Bobby Walace, who is Professor Roy Shire's valet, is known
in the trade as "the long-haired
bastard" because of his even disposition and long red pony tail.
Wallace, aside from being manager and business agent for
Shire, is also a wrestler. One of
his methods for keeping in top
physical condition is smoking
cigars; he claims that this keeps
his weight down.
Rickie Starr, one of the night'smaineventers, is a ballet dancer
turned wrestler. Starr became a
wrestler because he had, he says,
"a deep rooted frustration to
excel in both ballet and wrestling." He combines the two in
his style of wrestling. Although
once an amateur wrestler of
some repute, Starr's "one fetish claimed bias on the part of the
is professionalism." He hates referee.
amateurs because he claims that,
Virtue Triumphs
"if you are not good enough to
In the second and third prebe paid for your talent, your
liminaries, the same conflict of
talent is worthless." Besides begood and evil was repeated with
ing a ballet dancer and wrestler,
same results—good winning
Rickie also cuts records, his the
out.
The Knights of Goodness in
latest
being "Cobweb" and
case were Mark Lewin and
"Mood Indigo" on the Web this
Sandor Kovacs, winning over
label.
Knights of Evil Miguel Lopez
Moral Conflict Set
and Danny Ferrazzo.
After watching the first few
The semi-windup features an
matches, it becomes readily ap- exception to the good versus bad
parent that in order to hold the rule. In this contest, there were
interest of the crowd there must two opposing force of iniquity,
be some conflict in the ring be- Professor Roy Shire and terptween the forces of good (known sichorean Rickie Starr. After
as the 'goody') and the forces of fifteen minutes of dancing by
evil (known as the 'bady'). If this Rickie Starr and an equal
conflict is not present, the fans amount of time devoted to
quickly lose interest. In fact, stumbling and groping by Roy
wrestling fans if not satisfied do Shire, the inevitable end came.
not hesitate to express their dis- The two combatants knocked
approval in animal-like roars themselves out in what appeared
and hisses.
and sounded like two heads
In the first preliminary of the meeting in center ring. The
evening, Don Lewin of Buffalo, match was a draw.
the 'goody', and Cowboy Rocky
In Midgets Also
Lee of local fame, the `bady',
The grand finale was a midmixed it up. Since good generally wins over evil, Don Lewin won, get tag team match which reaided by the forces of righteous- verted to the theme of the eveness and a dropkick to Cowboy ning. This time the goodies were
Lee's face. However, as is gen- Lord Clayton Littlebrook and
erally the case, Cowboy Lee Cowboy Bradley versus the

- Trouble-free
weekender-this wash 'n' wear
Arrow
Off for the weekend? Here's
a shirt that combines rare good
looks with amazing handiness
—the Arrow Glen in wash 'n'
wear Dacron* and cotton.
Collar stays are stitched in,
permanently and invisibly.
They just won't get lost. Sec,
too, our Drake button-down
model. Your choice, in white
or solid colors, just $7.95.
All silk tie $2.50.
Cluett,Peabody & Co.,Inc.

ARROW
first in fashion

The Mighty Mites
badies Tiny Roe and Fuzzy
Cupid. Since this match was televised and there was not much
air time left, the match was over
in short order with the 'goodies'
winning out over the `badies'
for the fourth time that evening.
As the spectators poured out
of the Coliseum at 11 p.m. that

Reconstructionism
Bred Today's ire
By GERRY SPANIER

the General Education Board
from 1934-7, on the Rosenwald
Foundation from 1941-2, and on
the
Guggenheim
Foundation
from 1946-7. Military service interrupted his career from 1943-6.
The professor came to the
Hopkins as an Associate Professor in 1946 and has been a
Full Professor since 1947.

The post-Reconstruction period in American history is an
unparalleled era out of which
have grown problems of major
importance. To one who carefully studies American history,
such as Professor C. Vann Woodward of the History Department
Many Books and Articles
of the Hopkins, the problems
On the subject of the South
existing in the South demand and Reconstruction, some of his
books include The Strange Cacareful attention.
reer
of Jim Crow, _1 grarian
"Born and bred" in the South,
Rebel, The Battle for Leyte Gulf,
historian Woodward grew up and the book that won the Banwith an interest in the problems croft Prize in 1952, Origins of
which surrounded him. This in- the New South (1877-1913), a
terest was "cultivated in a pro- study of Southern history and
fessional way," as the Professor the Reconstruction period.
puts it, through study and a
A magazine article entitled
career in teaching. The interest "The Second Reconstruction,"
has also led to the publishing of found in a spring '56 issue of
a number of books.
"Commentary" Magazine, comHaving received his Ph.B. pared the similarity of the hisfrom Emory University in 1930, torical Reconstruction period
nis M.A. from Columbia in 1932, with the Reconstruction period
and his Ph.D. from the Univer- taking place at present in the
sity of North Carolina in 1937, South. Adds Historian WoodProfessor Woodward also served
(Continued on Page 12)
on the Fellow Social Science
Research Council from 1931-2, on
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NORTHWAY TAILORS
Cleaning, Pressing & Repairing
Laundry and Shoe Repairs
Shirts Beautifully Finished

3233 ST. PAUL STREET
Cor. of 33rd
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How to meet the problems
arising from increased enrollments in colleges and the responsibilities of educational and financial officers in colleges were
the chief topics discussed by the
Middle States Association of Collegiate Registrars and Officers
of Admission in its annual meeting November 30 in Atlantic City.
Mrs. Irene Davis, Registrar,
represented Hopkins at the meeting.

Coffee Shop
For Fine Snacks
& Meals

We Need Your Head In Our
Business

NOW BETTER THAN EVER

St. Paul Barber Shop

SHIRTS • TIES

*Dupont'i polyester fiber

Tuesday evening, one could hear
grunts and groans of pure satisfaction derived from seeing their
heroes in swimming briefs prove
once again that good always wins
and they were still the better
men. These fans had just witnessed an exhibition of skillful
mayhem called by many wrestling.

Greenmount at 34th

3100 Block St. Paul
Across street from

St.
Read's
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Queer- eer eception Sewage Sylphs
'Susie's' anne isms Assist Humanity
While the control of his en- been the rule here, said
Dr.
vironment is the object, either Geyer, and has also been invalu"A survey of what to do after
directly or indirectly, of nearly able in interdepartmenta
l rehours in the fair city of Baltievery field of man's endeavor, lations here on campus.
few
fields attack the environmore." Since all researches need
Need For Specialists
ment itself so directly, or bring
a starting point, I decided to
Unfortun
ately, the department
so
many
allied
arts to bear on
start
my
investigation
at
it as does sanitary engineering. also shares with the other de"Susie's."
This versatile profession, is partments a conspicuous need
"Susie's," inspite of all you
represented on campus on the for specialists in the basic
may have heard, is a dump.
graduate level by the Depart- sciences. . Sanitary engineering
ment of Sanitary Engineering, has outgrown its infancy, in
"Susie's" is an "establishment"
on the fifth floor of Ames Hall. which sewage disposal and crude
at the corner of Greenmount
Formerly a part of the depart- water purification were its limand Monument Streets which,
ment of civil engineering, this its, for its present frontier enaccording to the Armed Forces
department was .set up under a. compasses the aforementioned
Disciplinary Control Board, has
separate chair following the physics, chemistry, and biology
placed "Off Limits" by the proSecond World War. The head of as well as hydrology, hydraulics,
prietor. The proprietor is, natuthe department is Dr. John E. meteorology, all, fields of engineering. industrial
Geyer.
hygiene,
rally, Susie, a lady who appears
medicine, armed forces sanitaVarious Fields Represented
to be approaching the early teleoThe breadth of scope of this tion and bacteriology.
phase of life. The Armed Forces
The immediate implication
field may in part be seen by
Disciplinary Control Board goes
introducing the faculty, together here is that the history of sani, on to say "A civilian establishwith their respective fields of tary engineer
ing since its begininterest.
ment (Susie's) is placed off
nings in the purificaton by LonDr. Charles Renn and Mr.
limits only when the conditions
don of her water supply in the
William Chesney are biologists;
are detrimental to the health,
physical chemistry is represented middle 19th Century has been
welfare and morals of military
by Dr. Patrick; Drs. John Geyer the progressive integration of
personnel." No comment!
and Paul Bock are engineers. these allied sciences. Today, the
Susie's is open from two to
Chemistry and engineering are sanitary engineer may
pursue
five and is a hang-out .for a very
together represented by Dr. basic
health problems in underlow calibre of vieille flue de joie.
George Bryant. Dr. Abel Wolman
is a specialist in public health developed countries or any of
A cab is always available for imand engineering, and holds the the myriad problems of sanitamediate transportation to the
distinction of thus far being the tion in the civilized world, from
"business office" of said fille.
only engineer ever to head the the disposal of radio-active
Further Attractions
American Public Health Asso- wastes to the control of smog in
Another attraction of this, the
An Alumnis?
our cities.
ciation.
apex of Baltimore society, is the
When asked, "What is a sanisole alcoholic beverage available:
Diversity of Grads
"Pilser's Brew," 3.2 stuff fondly
tary engineer?", Dr. Geyer reA significant implication of
referred to by a certain cabbie
plied, "That is a good question."
as "queer beer." Not only is it
this diversity of fields of concenHe
went on to say that the saniqueer but it tastes as if it has To the Editors:
of this spot. On Hopkins campus tration within the
department tary engineer is a- veritable
beep drunk several times .preJack
For a while I had hoped that are located some of the oldest is the admissio
n of graduate stu- of all trades, and,
viously. Hamburgers are also
unlike the
the plans to construct the presi- and largest trees in Baltimore, dents
from many other depart- proverbial Jack,
available, but at this your instrives to be the
dent's house on campus had been. trees which are as much a part ments
trepid reporter backed out.
in the school for study in master of all
insofar
as they
We felt, however (always go to abandoned. But from the News- of the campus as the Hopkins
which the departments overlap. influence man's
environm
Susie's as "we" and never as Letter article of Novembe
ent.
r. 8, I statue or the Gilman Clock On the average, the
number of
"you" or _"I"), that we had not
learned that there had merely Tower. Many of these trees will
students in the department at
brought back to you the specific
be felled to make room for the one
type of information that we had been technical delays.
time is about twenty-four,
gone out in search of. So, piling
The spot between the Botani- building and for the driveway equally divided
between candiinto one of the ever-ready cabs cal
Gardens and San Martin leading to it.
NOW IN STOCK
dates for the Masters degree and
we demanded to be taken "there."
Drive is perhaps the most beauDuring the seven years I have doctoral candidat
es.
"There"
NEW POLAROID
tiful on campus. On nice days been at Hopkins, massive parkAt present the department is
"Where's there"?
PROJECTION FILM
students and faculty may be ing lots and new dorms have
under generous contracts from
"Where we can get what we seen strolling
COPY MAKER &
along the paths, added nothing to the attractive- the
Atomic Energy Commission,
couldn't get at "Susie's."
relaxing' in the fresh air, or less of the campus. Unless we rePROJECTOR
other government agencies, in"Oh," he said and the cab studying
and reading on the solve to sacrifice some utility to
dustry, Baltimore County and
spun off into the darkness. lawn.
in Waverly
The scurrying squirrels an aesthetic sense Homewood the
City of Baltimore. A coopera"There are 1200 cabs in Baltiand wind-rustled branches pro- will soon look no better than
3042 Greenmount Ave.
tive sharing of experience has
more," the cabbie continued, and vide
them with an enjoyable the drab and ugly Hopkins
only 3 of them know Where to sense
of being close to nature. Hospital on Broadway.
go."
A Favorite Rendez Wu for Hopl
Here in the midst of a large
\lins Men
There is no shortage of houses
"And you know?" we asked,
metropolis one can find a rare
.
in Baltimore; in Roland Park or
At of natural beauty where he
Guilford mansions could be
"Queue joie! we thought." can rest from
NEW CHINA INN
the monotonous
Boy, are we lucky. Wow! Goody!
and smog-filled streets and found to suit the most extraCHARLES STREET BELOW 25th
... How much?"
crowded apartments; here un- vagant taste. I do not'think it
JIMMY WU'S CARRY OUT SHOPS
"Twenty !bucks" he said.
der the venerable trees the air justified to permanently destroy.
"Oh."
* 1411 E. Cold Spring Lane
* Mondawmin
"But she's real nice. She used seems just a bit cleaner, the for the benefit of the president,
to be a nurse (a definite. advan- spirit can move just a* bit freer. the loveliest part of our campus,
tage) at the Johns Hopkins Hos- The construction of a house, belonging to the whole Hopkins
pital."
even a $200,000 house, cannot community.
"Swell,"
though,
we
an
enhance
the charm and beauty
HANS KRIMM
alumna." "Will you be around
next week?" we asked.
"Oh, yeh. Any Friday night
after 2 at 'Susie's'."
He let us out and sailed off.
Ire are proud to announce
Flagging down another cab, (rethat we have obtained
markable the abundance of cabs
in this neighborhood) we proa,FRANCHISE for '
ceded home, mission accomplished—practically.
STORES

By GORDON BOCKNER

Correspondence

ZEPP PHOTO
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RiotsIn'New south'
Jays Slop Over Terrors Possible
-Woodward
For Plus On Ledger
(Continued from Page 10)
ward, "This present situation
hasn't existed before."
South Needs Way Out
Commenting on the problems
in the South, he feels that "one
problem is to find a way (for
the South) to comply with the
law and the obvious pressure
from the North to pull down the
last barriers of segregation."
Continuing, Professor Woodward said, "This is going to be
very hard. It is involved with
politics .. . violence may arise."
He also felt that the South may
not move fast enough to satisfy
the pressure and the courts. One
side must yield.

His lecture this afternoon at
4:00 p.m. in Levering Hall should
prove to be an invaluable source
of information on a problem uppermost in American minds:
The effects and results of the
Reconstruction era and the social, economic, and political
problems that resulted from it.

Hopkins Store
. 3101 ST. PAUL ST.
-
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Euncneonette"
Patent Medicines

Open

Till Midnight

ArVIIINIFT

COME IN FOR LUNCH

OR
A LATE NIGHT SNACK

Kiblerls

STERLING'S
Crab and Oyster House
Carry Out Service Only
Specializing in:
Complete variety of
Submarines — Pizzas
Shakes — Sodas

Covered with mud, Cliff Harding tries to elude two flying Western Maryland tacklers as the
Jays win, 19-0. Hopkins closed the season with a 3-2-2 record.

By HAP STOLLER
"Overall, our best game of the
year," is how Coach Wilson Fewster described the Blue Jay's 190 win over the Western Maryland
Green Terrors.

HO. 7-7710

401 W. 29th St.

JEWELERS
3222 Greenmount Avenue
(35 Years in Waverly)

PENS
Sheaffer, Parker, Esterbrook

Watch and Jewelry
Repairing

yard drive, climaxed by Harding's five yard smash, finally resulted in a score. The Jays tallied again in the third quarter,

A Campus-to-Career Case History

when Rod Simonsen blocked a
kick deep in Western Maryland

The triumph put the Jay
gridders on the winning side of
the ledger with a 3-2-2 record,
and gave them a second place
tie with Randolph-Macon in the
Mason-Dixon Conference. It also
marked the fourth straight year
in which Hopkins has shut out
Western Maryland.
Seniors Cliff Harding and
Ernie Bates led the offensive
show. Bates, who had perhaps
the best day of his career, carried the ball 15 times for 93
yards, while Harding tallied all
three touchdowns in addition to
gaining 110 yards.

territory with Harding going 11
yards around end for the score,
three plays later and added-their
final score on a 51 yard drive in
the fourth quarter.
(Continued on page 1)

Button-down
Shirts
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Hopkins had two early touchdowns called back, before a 51

Andrews Food Market
305 E. 31st ST.

302 N. Charles Street

Phone BE. 5-0078 We Deliver
Select Meats & Groceries

Importers• of Clothing and
Furnishings Since 1898

"I looked at all the angles"

OPEN 7:30 A.M.-6:00 P.M.

Howard R. Winter, B.B.A., Texas
A. &M., '51, is now a Commercial
Manager with Southwestern Bell Telephone Company in Houston, Texas.
He's in charge of 30,000 telephone
accounts and a staff of 36 people.
Howard's interest in a telephone
career dates from his first interview
with a telephone cOmpany representative. "I looked at all the angles," he
says. "We discussed pay and chances
for advancement, which looked excellent because of the rapid grOwth of
the Bell System. We talked about
many different kinds of work, and
about what would be expected of me."
After receiving his degree in business administration, Howard joined

YOUNG MEN-WOMEN
STUDENTS-TEEN AGERS
Fabulous 45 RPM record offer. All the latest bit
recordings includinc. POPULAR, ROCK-N-ROLL,
COUNTRY & WESTERN, RHYTHM 8z MIXES,
ETC,Can be yours now during our new membership drive at a fraction of their regular retail price.
During this membership drive the HOLLYWOOD
RECORD CLUB to acquaint you with our records
will send you four (4) currently popular hit recordings for the amazingly low price of only $1.00
plus 15c to cover the cost of postage and handling.
If after receiving and playing your recordings you
are not completely satisified simply return to us
and your $1.00 will he refunded. Each month you
will be sent a list to choose from. You are under
no obligation in receiving this list. To receive your
first four (4) records send 81.00 plus 15c to-day
and your recordings will be forwarded to you immediately.

Southwestern Bell's Commercial Department. "It was natural for me," he
says. "I have a business background,
I like to sell and make contacts.
"My training gave me a really solid
foundation in the business. Two years
in the Army interrupted it, by the way,
but the two years were credited to my
telephone company records and count
toward all benefits. After I'd returned
and finished my training,"I was made
a business office supervisor. And since
February, 1956, I've been a Commercial Manager in Houston. Each
assignment I've had has been a real
challenge and has presented a tremendous opportunity to contribute to
and advance in the business."

Be sure to investigate the career opportunities for you
in the 17 Bell Telephone Companies serving all 48 states.
On your campus the local company represents the others.
For more information about these career opportunities,
read the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office, or write for "Challenge and Opportunity" to:
College Employment Supervisor, American Telephone
and Telegraph Co., 195 Broadway,New York 7,New York.

MAIL TO:

RECORDS
6625 DELMAR BLVD.. DEPT. 313
UNIVERSITY CITY 5. MO.

\s(

BELL
TELEPHONE
COMPANIES
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On Nairn manthan
(By the Author of"Rally Round the Flag,Boys!"and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

DECK THE HALLS
The days grow short, the nights grow long, the north wind
cloth blow, and a light frost appears on the knees of coeds.
Christmas is icumen in, and once more our keen young
minds turn to the vexing problem of Christmas gifts.
Let us examine first the most vexing of all gift problems:
What do you buy for the person who has everything? Well
sir, when you encounter this dilemma, the best- thing to
do is seize it by the horns. Ask yourself this question: Does
he truly have everything? Does he, for example, have a
birthmark? A Mach number? A lacrosse net? An I-beam?
An S-hook? A U-bolt? A T-square? A Primus stove?
(There is, incidentally, quite an interesting little story
about how Primuscame to invent the stove. Before Primus's
invention, cooking was rather a hazardous occupation.
People just built fires any old place—the floor, the closet,
• the escritoire—and often as not the whole house would go
up in flames along with the dinner. Primus, a goose
plucker of Frankfurt-am-Main, kept thinking there must
be a more efficient way to cook. Finally, in a flash of inspiration,it came to him:Why not build a device to contain
the fire and keep it from spreading?

It

•••

•

711t6tikeiv,i9 kilitzt adai

(Well sir, he built precisely such a device and named it
after his beloved wife Stove. Primus's first Stove, it must
be confessed, was less than a triumph; his mistake was in
building it out of paper. The next Stove, built of wood,
fared hardly better. Not until he made one out of metal
could the Stove really be called a success.
(But even then the Stove was not entirely satisfactory.
The trouble was that the Stove filled up with ashes and
became useless after a few weeks. It remained for Primus's
son Frederick to conquer that problem. He invented a
mechanism to remove ashes from the bottom of the Stove
and was -thenceforth -known to posterity as Frederick the
Grate.)
But I digress. We were discussing Christmas gifts. This
year, as every year, a popular gift is the smoking jacket.
And what do the smoking jackets smoke? Why, Marlboro,
of course—every man jacket of them. And why wouldn't
they smoke Marlboros? Why wouldn't anybody with a
taste bud in his head? You get such'a lot to like in a Marlboro—filter ... flavor ...flip-top box.
Here is no filter to hollow the cheeks and bug the eyel
balls; here is a filter that draws nice and easy. Ifere is no
flavor to pale and pall; here is a flavor ever fresh, ever
zestful. Here is no flimsy pack to crumble and shred its
precious cargo; here is a sturdy box that keeps each cigarette plump and pristine.
Speaking of smoking, the year's most unusual gift item
is a brand-new cigarette lighter that never needs refilling.
You are scoffing. You are saying you have heard such claims
before. But it's true, I promise you. This new lighter
never, never needs refilling! The fuel supply lasts forever.
Of course, there are certain _disadvantages. For one
thing, the lighter is rather bulky-170 feet long and three
stories high.
But look on the bright side: As the fuel runs out, you
can rent rooms in it.
Shulman
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Dribblers Meet
Garnef Five
. 1
Tomorrow Nkte
By MIKE KAPPY
Coach Ross Sachs will pull
the wraps off the 1957-58 Hopkins varsity hoopsters tomorrow
By STAN HANDMAKER
night at Swarthmore College.
Sports Editor
The new squad is thirteen deep,
with one senior, seven juniors,
Before giving full attention in the sports columns
and five sophomores, which of our gazette to swordsmanship, grappling, and
Dr.
would seem to indicate the re- Naismith's invention,
we cast a brief backward glance
turn of most of the squad next
over the fall sports scene at the Homewood.
season.
3-2-2 is the mark left by the 1957 edition of the Jay
Returnees Deep
gridiron
crew. The three wins were over Washington
Returning to the courts with
a year of varsity action behind and Lee (13-12), Swarthmore (40-20), and Maryland
them are Jerry Gottleib, the (Western, that is) in the finale, 19-0. The Birds took gas in
the opener from Franklin and Mar,Zhall (6-13), and from
club's senior
member;
and
juniors Ed
Bernstein, Pete Hampden-Sydney (13-25). Deadlocks were with RanGreenberg, Mal Levine, Chuck dolph-Macon (0-0) and Dickinson (13-13). The outLoughran, Iry Sekulow and Dick standing play of the season, in the opinion of this corner,
Weinstein. Junior Bill Berndt, a was Guard Frank Frenda's come-from-behind tackle of
transfer student from Virginia, Randolph-Macon's Rayner to prevent the Yellowjacket's
is now eligible to play.
copping a victory in that see-saw battle.
•
Coming up from last year's
A 5-2 season record and third place in the Masonfreshman squad are sophs Larry Dixon Conference crosscountry championship
s was gained
Becker, Bill De Voe, Oz Garcia, by the
varsity harriers, the little-acclaimed, often-victoriScott Hockenberry and- Shelly
ous representatives of the Hopkins over hill and dale.
Wollman.
By handing Maryland (Western again) a 4-2 defeat,
M-D Berth
the
Jay
Booters assured themselves of second place in the
Last year's basketballers finished the season with a 9-8 Mason-Dixon Conference, posting a 3-0-2 loop slate and
record, gaining a berth in the a 4-5-1 tally for
the season. Others to bow before the
Mason-Dixon Conference tourBlue
Jays
were
Loyola,
Towson, and Delaware. Hopkins
nament. The Jays lost it in the
finals to Mt. St. Mary's, one of tied Gettysburg in the opener and succombed to Swarththe roughest small college fives more, Drexel, Franklin and Marshall, Washington College,
in the country last year.
and Maryland.
On the whole, there are many
Wine, Women, and Song
questions about the coming seaAlways
ready
to introduce changes, whether they be
son, but coach Sachs is hopeful
that the team will do as well as, for good or otherwise, we heartily propose that the cheeror better than, last year's club. leading squad investigate the possibility of adding feminine
members to its ranks. This has been suggested many times
High-Scorers Gone
The graduation of high scorer by students interested in improving spirit, adding color
Bill Civiletti and of Jim SpitZ- to our athletic contests, and increasing attendance
at the
nas could cut into the Jays'
games. Believing that there are many at Hopkins enscoring ability in the upcoming
campaign, but the return of the thusiastic to endorse such a policy, we are asking all those
majority of the squad along with in favor of swirling skirts to cheer by, to convey their
the addition of the sophs and feelings in this 'natter by dropping a note in box 1230
Bill Berndt should prove quite or box 2334.
a package for opposing clubs to
Touche!
handle.
Being one of the so-called "minor" sports, fencing
This season marks the third
has become well known to very few followers of Hopkins
for Sachs as mentor of the Hopathletic teams.
kins cagers.

Fencing has a long history, the first organized fencing
schools apparently being the gladiator schools in Rome.
L. G. BALFOUR CO. A major step in this long and colorful history was the
406 W. SARATOGA ST. discovery of the lunge in the second half of the sixteenth
century. With the decline of duelling due to pressure by
Baltimore 1, Md.
anti-vivisection societies, fencing increased rapidly as a
Herb Brown — Le. 9-4066
sport.
Friendly Balfour Service
The development of speed, agility, strength, coordination, and good sportsmanship are among the advantages
For Fraternity Jewelry, Favors, of fencing. The three modern weapons are the foil, epee,
Mugs, T-Shirts, Sweat Shirts, and sabre.
The foil is a light thrusting weapon, and its study
Trophies ,and Hopkins Keys for
is the foundation of swordsmanship. The epee, the duelthe Hopkins Organizations.
(Continu('d on Page 15)

The Finest in Food

Close to Campus

BLUE-JAY RESTAURANT
Breakfast — Lunch — Dinner & After-Dinner Snacks

3107 St. Paul Street

CII. 3-3457

FOR TIIE FINEST IN RENTED FORMALS
• NEWEST STYLES
• PROPERLY FITTED

1957, Max

Good to give, good to receive, at Christmas or any other time
is a carton of filter-tip Marlboros, whose makers take pleasure
in bringing you this column throughout the school year.

BECKERS
INVITES HOPKINS STUDENTS TO VISIT THEIR
MEN'S DEPARTMENT FEATURING UNIVERSITY
CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS.

BECKERS
AT

31st & GREENMOUNT
BE-5-1896

FORMAL WEAR

Notices
All Freshmen interested in becoming members of the Loard
of Intramural Athletics should
drop a note containing his name
and box number in either box
2028 or 943.
The first frosh fencing meeting and practice will be held
Tuesday, Dec. 10 at 4 p.m. in the
weight room.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
for immediate Printing needs

Be 5-6677--Eve. Li 2-5650

3805 FOREST PARK AVE.

CALVERT PRINTING CO.

1110hawk 4-8070

3014 GREENMOUNT AVE.
next to Zepp Photo

for last minute one-stop shopping .. come to

PRESENTVILLE•
Main Store, second floor
a world of gifts for everyone on your list!

Waverly Laundromat
3330 GREENMOUNT AVE.
DAILY 8:30 A.M.-6:00 P.M.
OPEN TILL 8.30 P.M.
MON., THURS., FRI.
We Wash, Dry and Fold

11174LEICS
iedikflem

ONE DAY SERVICE
Dry Cleaning, Shirts, and
Shoe Repair
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Booters Kick Selves Terrors Lose Fangs
Past Old-Line Wm II In Mud-Bath Battle
By LEWIS SIEGEL
The Hopkins varsity soccermen became mudders for their
last contest of the season, braving wind and rain to hand rival
Western Maryland a 4-2 defeat
at Homewood.
The victory, achieved on two
fourth-period goals by forward
Bob Tebo, assured the Jays of
second place in the Mason-Dixon
Conference with a 3-0-2 record
in loop action. Mickey Cochrane,
in his fourth year as varsity
soccer coach, guided the team to
an overall season mark of 4-5-1.

START
YOUR
HOLIDAY
THE

SMART

Hopkins dominated play in the
first half, but was trailing 1-0,
because of a first-period score
by Western Maryland's Stan
Varga, until Bill Bearry knotted
the score with his first goal of
the season in the last seconds of
the half.
Stage Set for Victory
Sol DeSwann, of Hopkins, and
WMC's Bob Michaels exchanged
goals in the third quarter, setting
the stage for Bob Tebo's winning
tally in the final period.
Coach Cochrane called Tebo's
performance "a wonderful way
to end his college career" and
pronounced him the game's outstanding player "in a day of
many outstanding effozts and
fine team play."
Team Hindered by Injuries
The victory over Weste'rn
Maryland brought to a close a
season marked by close games
and marred by injuries which
hit the squad at crucial times
in crucial spots.
The Hopkins pitchmen followed an opening 2-2 tie with
Gettysburg with consecutive de-

Iiave/
means /ow fares
... /70 cafes!

((onlimwd from Page 12)
feats at the hands of Swarthon the ground compared to 1078
more (3 1) and Drexel (7-3).
for their opponents, and made
Squad Misses Bernstein
456 yards through the air, while
These first three contests were outscoring the competition 104the only ones for which the en- 83.
tire squad was sound, but a rash
Harding Running
of leg injuries, combined with
Harding
was the leading
the flu, felled almost half of the
ground-gainer
with an average
loss.
Drexel
the
players following
The hustle ,and leadership of 4.9 yards per carry for a total
Captain -Ed Bernstein, who saw of 505 yards on the groUnd and
limited action following a leg in- 314 through the air. Bates
jury during the Drexel game, was
rushed for 251 yards for an
missed by the squad. The injury
average of 4.0- per carry.
the
throughout
continued
jinx
remainder of the season as alEdwards led the pass receivers
most every squad member was with 14 grabs good for 232
out with some ailment at one
yards, followed by Widhelm with
time or another.
10 passes for 115 yards. HardPlaying at Homewood for the
ings was the leading scorer with
first time, the Jays downed
37 points, followed by Simonsen's
Loyola, 3-2 then travelled to
19.
Towson to upset highly-rated
Leaving Lettermen
1-0.
Teachers,
Towsbn
Hopkins will lose its starting
Lack of Reserves Tell
backfield of Harding, Bates,
The lack of depth -caused by so George Schwartz and Tony
many men out of action soon Salem through graduation plus
told on the team as Hopkins reserve backs George Lauback,
Lou Katy and Ed Mesko. On the
went down to three straight deline, ends Bob Edwards and Bill
feats at the hands of Franklin. Widhelm; guards Frank Frenda,
Dick Auffarth and Dave Ferrari;
(Continued on Page 15')

CAMPUS
WHAT IS Awailour
AREA swiogto ?

GROUP ECONOMY FARES*

tuoy

save you and two or more of
your friends 25% on round-trip
coach tickets. (*Except for local
trips that originate and terminate between New York and
Washington and points east of
Lancaster, Pa.)

PARAGIZAP" AT

Coach Fewster credits the success of his backfield to competition from the sophomore
backs, Simonsen, Oz Garcia and
Russ Martenson. He also had
praise for his sophomore tackles
Marc Williams, Paul Winegrad
and Frank Phebus.
Said Fewster, "I was pleased
to end up the season on a winning note and my thanks go to
for scrimmaging
frosh
the
against us, and I hope they'll all
be out for the varsity next year."
Auffarth Stars
While Bates and Harding were
the offensive stars, Dick Auffarth
stood out defensively as he held
the Terrors' Miller, who had been
averaging 6-1 yards per rush, to
3.5 yards per carry. Frank
Frenda, Larry Littman, Bob Edwards and Bill Widhelm also
played outstanding games for
the Jays in the line.
Over the entire season, the
Jays gained a total of 1279 yards

ANY NORMAL DORM'LL be full ofLucky

smokers! You can count'em by carloads
on any campus — and no wonder! A
Lucky, you see, is a light smoke—the
right smoke for everyone. It's made of
nothing but naturally light tobacco ...
golden rich, wonderfully good-tasting
tobacco that's toasted to taste even better. Find a set of dorms without Lucky
smokers, and you've stumbled on a
mighty Odd Quad! Don't you miss out—
light up a Lucky. You'll say a light
smoke's the right smoke for you!

RIGHr)

(JE6

WHAT IS A
CANDY-CHEWING SISTER;

WILLIAM MACURDY.

and center Charles Beinkampen
will also be lost.

Nibbling Sibling

DARTMOUTH

COACH PARTY FARES
save each person in your group
of 25 or more 28% of regular
round-trip fare.

STUDENTS! MAKE $25
Do you like to shirk work? Here's some easy
money—start Stickling! We'll pay $25 for every
Stickler we print—and for hundreds more that
never get used. Sticklers are simple riddles with
two-word rhyming answers. Both words must
have thesame number ofsyllables.
(Don't do drawings.) Send your
Sticklers with your name,address,
college and class to Happy-JoeLucky,Boi67A,Mt.Vernoh,N.Y.

Special for Married StudentsI
[
i
Use The Family Fare Plan—
1
wives ride one way free.
imill..••••1
MMMMM •11/1111111111.1111111.•

P9, n
WONDERFUL FUN
FOR EVERYONE
Have a "party" while you
travel! Enjoy fine food...
delightful refreshments..:
happy talk. Avoid worry about
traffic congestion, highway
hazards, and weather conditions.
Ask your local ticket or travel
agent NOW about thies• great
inoney-saving plans.

EASTERN
RAILROADS

CIGARETTES
MARTLIN FISHER.
SAN JOE JR COLLI

...........

'•
'

•

•

•

••

light SMOKE —LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
LIGHT UP A‘_.
“e„n
ODA.

r.

Product of(2,drnezieevn crcieeweereralff— chrecceo- is our middle name
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Jay's Nest

Show Must Go On
Despite Elements
ling sword, derives from the smallsword, the light side
(Continued from Page 13)

weapon carried as part of the gentleman's attire during
the eighteenth century. It is triangular in cross section,
and as a result it is more rigid. Like the foil, it is a
piercing weapon only. However, the fencing epee has a
flat, buttonlike nailhead instead of a sharp point.
The sabre is a light, version of the broadsword, a
cavalry weapon, and is both a piercing and a cutting
weapon (More Blood!). The practice sabre, however,
has blunted edges and a rounded tip or button and is
lighter than the fighting weapon.
Assuming that someone has waded through all this
and now has an understanding of fencing, we are looking
forward to seeing one or two spectators when the Jay
varsity fencers, runners-up in the Middle Atlantic finals
last year, once again strut their stuff.

Fencers Jab For Meet
With Penn January 16
• By ED DENSON

The schedule includes, besides
Penn, meets with Navy, Lehigh,
Haverford,
Muhlenburg
and
Temple. Also on the schedule
are the Middle Atlantic Championships on March 1, and the
Alumni meet on March 8. Tentative plans have been made for an
invitational meet for Hopkins
fencers and all fencers from the
Returnees from last year's surrounding area, with medals
squad include four seniors and going to the winners.
two juniors. Six sophomore hopeAll freshmen interested in
fuls from last year's freshman
fencing should report to practeam turned out to support the
tice December 10.
varsity men.
The Johns Hopkins varsity
fencing team, under the direction of newly-appointed fencing
coach, Steven Bujnovski, has
been practicing since November
12 in preparation for its first
meet with the University of
Pennsylvania, on Jan. 16.

The team lines up as follows:
Foil—Sal Gengaro, senior letterman; Bill Weiss, junior letterman, who placed third in the
Middle Atlantic Championships
last year with the epee; and Ed
Dudley, a sophomore. Sabre_
Fred Rosenbloom, senior letterman and captain; Tommy Fetch,
senior letterman; and Hugh
Pease, and Charley Dickerson,
sophomores. Epee—Jim Wheatcroft, junior letterman; Phil
Medenbach, Ronald Spuner, and
John Donner, sophomores, and
Joe Rivkin, senior.

Since
1921

Goldberg
MEN'S FINE CLOTHING

Harris Tweed
TOP COAT

a9.50

$60 Imported Shetland

IVY SUITS
$35 Shetland
Ivy Sport Coats

43.50

and Marshall (3-0), Washington
College (1-0) and Maryland
(7-2).
Closing out their season at
home, the Blue Jays downed
weak Delaware, 3-0, and then
Western Maryland.
Prospects Bright for '58
Coach Cochrane thinks the
prospects are bright for a winning season in 1958, as Hopkins
loses only four men—goalie
Endy China; fullback Norm
Steiger; forward Bob Tebo, the
team's leading scorer; and reserve halfback Curt Collier—to
graduation.
The replacements for these
men will come from a freshman
squad which Cochrane says
"shows very fine potential." He
named Joe Zeuch, Jim Payne,
Bob Dickens, Don Schuerholz,
Carter Puryear and John Weitzel

as chief candidates for the 1958
varsity.
Skip Poole, who saw limited
action this season as understudy
to China will be given first crack
at the wide-open goalie position
next year.

Wrestling
Would all people interested in
participating in wrestling be at
the gym at 4:15 today? The
future of wrestling depends upon
the number of participants out
this year. There will be several
scrimmages this year and a
chance at the Mason-Dixon
Wrestling Tournament, so there
is no excuse for upper-classmen
not to join up. The team is fairly strong in the middle weights
but needs men in the light and
heavy classes.

FLANNEL
SLACKS
$15 All Wool
Flannel Slacks

this
Christmas
give a

B. and M. Delicatessen
and Sandwich Shoppe

carefully-chosen

301 East 31st Street, cor. of Guilford Avenue
just one block from the fraternity houses

SHEAFFEKS
WHITE DOT

WELCOME HOPKINS MEN

SNORKEL PEN

Hours: 10:00 A.M. to 3:00 A.M.

Try, Our Delicious Special Submarines

40c

Realk
Yam &tidal
itt NeAt Yvtit

Baltimore Ski Headquarters
AL'')
SKI APPAREL BY
WHITE STAG
HENKE SWISS BOOTS

It can be gay, festive and
enlightening. The Sloan House
YMCA helps you do it with special
holiday programs.
Clean, comfortable and inexpensive
accommodations—$2.10 single, $2.70
double. Year round ideal residence
and program center for young men
and groups of all sizes.
Write Residence Director for Folder

WM. SLOANE HOUSE YMCA
1kNAAIMi.VWVICIAIVI

THE HEAD SKI
0 SKI RENTALS

f

0 SKI WEATHER SERVICE

Triangle Sportiug Goods Co.
Complete Selection

221 N. CHARLES STREET

LE. 9-8162

ZEPP PHOTO

Clipper
Ensemble,
$26.00

20% 1ISCOUNT

•suited to every writing need
•modern filling, nothing to
• take apart or dismantle
•tube extends to fill
• point and barrel stay clean
• humidor cap keeps point
moist, ready to write
•Sheaffer's famous cylindrical
point..,custom fitted to
individual's handwriting style
•choice of models,colors
and prices

On All Photograhic Supplies

Shetifler White Dot Snorkel Pens
from $15.50
Sheaffer Snorkel Pens
from $10.00

24.50

$17.50 100% Worsted

don't

VILICW4.11,1kiNtWili

356 West 34th St., New York, OX 5-5133
(One block from Penn Station) $55 GENUINE
IMPORTED

(Continued from Page 14)

Johns Hopkins Bookstore

ALTERATIONS FREE!
1413 E. Coldspring Lane
AT LOCH RAVEN BLVD.

TUxedo 9-5242
Mon., Thur., Fri. till 9 p.m.
Tues., Wed., Sat. till 6
2800 W. NORTH AVE.
Wilkens 5-1044

IN WAVERLY

Johns Hopkins Bookstore

3042 GREENMOUNT AVE.

GILMAN HALL

